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STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA, MONTANA

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1934

Speer Talks on FERA
At Meeting of College
Registrars in Portland

FIGURES SHOW
ENROLLMENT UP
308 THIS YEAR

Acting President

Freshman Registration Up
Nearly Two Hundred
Over 1933 Total

University Official Stresses the Importance of Careful
Planning to Place Students in Right Joh
Without Detracting from Studies

Final registration statistics pre
pared Monday show that 1,739 stu
dents are attending the state univer
sity this quarter. The increase repre
sents a 10 per cent gain over the fig
Selecting and usefully employing college students under the Federal
ures of October 2, which were the first
statistics compiled this quarter.
Emergency Relief administration has become a m ajor administrative
The fall quarter figure Is 308 larger
task, J. B. Speer, state university registrar, told members of the Pacific
than the enrollment on a similar date
Coast Association of Collegiate Registrars at their meeting in Portand
last year. The 1933 enrollment was
this week. Mr. Speer left for the meet-'
1,431; that of 1932 was 1,467; 1931,
ing which started yesterday, and he
J. B. Speer, registrar at the state 1,478; 1930, 1,385. The increase over
expects to return Thursday. The topic
this four-year period is approximately
university,
who
was
one
of
the
prin
on which he spoke was "Managing
cipal speakers at the meeting of the twenty-five per cent
FERA Student Work.”
The enrollment this quarter Is di
Association of College Registrars. He
It is exceedingly important, he
spoke on the subject of “Managing vided between 1,081 men and 708
said, that an expanded program dt
Student FERA Work,” reviewing the women. The male registration shows
student employment should be man
a jump of 20 per cent over 1933, and
aged successfully. The sudden oppor Gate Receipts of Big Game problems which confront college
authorities who are In charge of as female registration shows an increase
tunity, last February, to get the help
Are Slightly Lower
signing jobs to students under the of 14 per cent.
of many capable students was enthu
However
Freshmen registration Is 718. This
FERA requirements for universities
siastically received on college cam
Is an increase of nearly two hundred
and colleges.
puses. Because of retrenchment pro
over last year.
“Butte was host Saturday to 800
grams, there was an accumulation of
The department of arts and sciences
state university students and approxi
work, much of which could be done
leads with a registration of 538 men
mately five hundred fifty state college
by student help. The announcement
and 515 women, a total of 1,053. These
students," Kirk Badgley, athletic man
last July of the continuation of the
ager, said yesterday. The increase of
figures Include those freshmen and
program with allotments increased to
sophomore students who have not yet
provide for 12 per cent instead of 10 college student attedance was 122
over the 1933 attendance. This in
entered
the schools of law, education
per cent of the students was again
crease was divided between the two
and business administration, which
received with enthusiasm.
Mnny
Independent
Students
Attend
are senior colleges.
schools, 80 more students coming
Enumerates Managerial Problems
To Hear Talk; Short Dance
The forestry and journalism schools
With the FERA project for students from Missoula and 42 more from
Concludes Program
Bozeman.
rank next with 187 and 132 respec
beginning its first full year of opera
tively. The forestry registration Is
Gate receipts were slightly smaller,
tion, many of the departmental odd
“Drawing a hasty conclusion, I composed entirely of men. The jour
jobs have been completed and a care Badgley said. While the total attend
ance
passed
the
5,300
mark,
the
total
nalism enrollment Is divided between
would
say
that
the
students
of
this
fully planned program is necessary if
increase by receipts was offset by the campus need more leaders. I have 80 men and 52 women.
the students are to be usefully em
The other departments are listed as
greater
attendance
from
the
two
in
noticed a tendency of everyone to lean
ployed at tasks that will not detract
stitutions. The total attendance, how back and watt for someone else to follows;
from their scholastic work.
take the responsibility,” stated Dr. G1 Business administration s c h o o l
Mr. Speer enumerated several diffi ever, was 77 more than 1933.
cult managerial problems that have The state university received $2,050 F. Simmons last night to 125 enthu (senior college) 65 men, 17 women,
of
the
gross
receipts.
Team
and
mis
siastic Barbs who met in the forestry 82 (to tal); law school (senior college)
to be faced by those who plan the
75 men, one woman, 76 (to tal); phar
cellaneous expenses were approxl- library.
FERA work for the students.
Dr. Simmons addressed the Barbs macy school, 55 men, 19 women, 74
cause there are no restrictions on mately tiTe hundred dolIar8’ leaTlng
(total); music (special students) 5
a
net
profit
of
between
fifteen
and
at
their
second
“New
Deal"
mass
the minimum amount which any stu
dent may earn, the problem of irreg sixteen hundred dollars. This shows meeting. He, after being an Inde men, 42 women, 47 (to tal); music
ular and casual student labor must a drop of about a hundred dollars pendent at the University of Texas, school (not inclusive of special stumen, 32 women, 39, (total);
and later president of the student [dents)
be met when allotments are small; from last year.
the stipulation that “ordinary main Badgley commented on the complete body, spoke of activities which bad education school (senior college) 12
tenance work” and “routine activities failure of the rumor of strike trouble been started on the Texas campus by men, 16 women, 28 (to tal); unclassi
that would have to be carried on any to materialize. He said that the Butte a group of Independents. “There is fied, 7 men, 7 women, 14 (total); and
way” may not be financed by FERA Chamber of Commerce and the labor an excellent opportunity for Barbs to shorthand and typewriting department
funds makes necessary the develop unions had thoroughly investigated push more community activities which (special students) 7 women, no men.
ment of new jobs while no funds are the situation, with the result that may be participated In by the student
allowed for the planning, supervising, “there were no signs of any difficulty body as a whole.”
Barb men wbo could swim were
essential materials and supplies. Se whatever.”
urged to be out for the Interfra
lection of workers is not based upon
ternity swimming meets. An an
the student’s fitness for the task but
nouncement was made of vacancies on
upon the financial status and char
the minor sports board. BUI Brown
acter and ability to do college work;
ing named prominent students in each Students Will Visit State Penitentiary
the difference In rate of pay tends to
department who would be willing to
upset normal employment conditions;
And Institution at Warm
allotment of funds Is made by the “Christopher Bean” to Be Presented assist Barbs In determining and over
Springs, Saturday
On Valley Stage Tonight
coming their difficulties In these demonth instead of by the academic
year, this preventing flexibility in the
partments. He later Issued an invi-1 The annual trip to the state hospital
flow of work which, for seasonal and
After a successful three-night stand j tetion on behalf of the debate league at w arm Springs and the state peniother reasons, normally fluctuates.
at the Little Theatre last week, the *or
interested students to attend | tentiary at Deer Lodge for psychology,
Project May Be Lab
cast of “The Late Christopher Bean” | ,ts meetings and enter the discussions, j sociology and a limited number
Mr. Speer discussed a t some length by Sidney Howard, will present the I Tw0 Plano soIos' “Waters of Yo- other students, will be taken Satur
Semite” and “Mickey” were played by day, November 17, Professor E. A. At
the personnel problems in student em play tonight a t Hamilton.
ployment He emphasized the need
Besides the cast of nine, Director Katherine McKeel. Les Smith's or- kinson, In charge of transportation
of assigning the student to the task Barnard Hewitt and Mrs. Hewitt, Mel chestra surprised the gathering by and arrangements for the trip, has
which he is best able to do and from vin Hedine, stage manager; John playing several of tbe latest selections announced. Those who wish to make
which he may get the greatest per Clark, m aster electrician, and Stanley and furnished music for 10 minutes of the journey must register with Pro
sonal good. The FERA project may Koch, publicity manager, will make dancing. A type of “mixer” suggested fessor Atkinson before 5 o’clock
become a social laboratory, he said, the trip. Several people are furnish- j by Er. Simmons was tried and proved j Thursday afternoon, November 1
where the Btudent may receive a ing cars which wUI leave the Little I successful. Girls Joined hands form-1 >pile party will leave Main hall at
greater training than be did from Theatre a t 4:80 o’clock. The company Mn8 a circle around which a circle of g o’clock Saturday morning and will
studies alone.
will return to Missoula immediately Iboys inarched.
When the music arrive at the penitentiary a t approxiIn closing, be stated that an insti after the show,
ceased, the nearest girl became the Imately 10:30. They expect to arrive
tution which can not do collectively
Under the auspices of Hamilton high boy’s partner for the dance which fol- | at warm Springs about noon. A tour
the things which an individual would school the performance will be given ' owed’
of Inspection of the hospital will be
do, has an inadequate organization or In the school auditorium with an 8:15
conducted and a clinical demonstra
an Inefficient management or both. curtain.
tion of the different types of mental
disorder
^he ®eer Eodgertyann Springs trip
r f
Is sponsored annually for students in
the abnormal psychology class, majors
Constant and Dimming Lights in Box and minors in psychology and majors
Will Demonstrate Law
and minors in sociology. A limited
number of other students may also
An apparatus consisting of a light make tbe trip. Nearly ninety students
Just outside the “Roaring Forties,” i the native music Is the finest th at is box containing two electric lights in made the inspection last spring quar
In a secluded penthouse, high above being written today; he is proud of separate compartments to demon ter. The trip is also taken during the
the din of traffic and blinking electric the fact th at European impressarlos strate Weber’s law of the relation be summer session.
are importing American music; he is tween sensation and stimulus, was re
lights, is the rendezvous of the com
| convinced th at the orchestras in this cently completed by the class in ad COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY
poser of The Desert Song,” “The country excel any to be found in the
CHOOSE SAME STAGE PLAYS
vanced experimental psychology. The
Student Prince,” “Blossom Time," and four 00rnerg of the gIobe
demonstration will be given soon be
many other operettas whose lilting
Speaking of radio, Romberg says, fore a large class in general psych
There Is at least one thing on which
harmonies have been heard half-way, ,.Rad|o „ 8pproaeblng a hlgtorlc pJlaae
the state university and the state col
ology.
around UieworW. The Desert Song” by produclng Ingtead of mgrely rg.
The apparatus is constructed so that lege can agree and that Is the choice
„ , , ? /
r,
I * productlon Producing music. Life moves in cycles one light may remain constant while of plays.
scheduled for December 7. |
| and radlo now f|ndg ltgglf ,n ^ gamg
Last spring both schools chose for
the other Is dimmed according to a
Here in the Old World atmosphere i position as the musical stage in 1914. graduated scale of intensities. Those their major dramatic vehicle of the
of his low-beamed study, Sigmund IUp to then American producers were who observe the experiment are asked quarter, “The Tavern." The similarity
Romberg, who belongs to that charmed] turning to alien fields for operetta; to judge when the lights which are in taste Is again evidenced by the
circle of notable musical contempo- Gilbert and Sullivan paved the way thrown on a screen, are notlcleably announcement of Bert Hansen, dra
raries, rubs elbows with the old mas- for a long line of foreign invaders. | different in brightness. When the re- matic director a t the state college,
ters. For In his roof-top studio th e , London gave us such offerings as “The Ilatlve difference between the two that "Hobson’s Choice” will fill the
walls are flanked with first editions Girl In the Taxi’ and Vienna sent ’The ] stimuli or lights remains constant, the Bozeman stage bill this quarter. This
of some of the great music masters j Merry Widow’ and dozens of others, law Is satisfied. The purpose of the play was presented here during the
of the past three centuries.
London, Berlin and Vienna were the experiment Is to demonstrate the law last summer session, and oddly
And yet In spite of his Old W orld)source of all our light opera produc- and show that it holds true.
enough, it was given under the direc
surroundings, if Mr. Romberg has any tlons. But today it Is quite the rePreviously, this experiment was tion of the same Bert Hansen.
folble, it Is love for America, and his verse. Today New York Is responsible always conducted as an Individual
partisan admiration of anything that for the music that woos theatre goers project, F. O. Smith, professor of psySigma Alpha Epsilon announces the
Is typically American. He thinks that jin the European cities."
jchology, said.
pledging of James Oervaglla, Butte

BUTTE CONTEST
ATTRACTS MANY
STUDENT FANS

Simmons Speaks
About Leadership,
At Barb Meeting

University Group
To Take Annual
Trip This Week

Masquers Repeat
Play in Hamilton

“Desert Song” Composer
Loves Things American

Psychology Class
Builds ApparatUS
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Scheuch Makes Plea
For Extended Peace
j
In Armistice Address
IOpen-Mindedness and Idealism Are Keynotes of Speech;
R. O. T. C. Band and Military Unit Sponsors
Parade; Classes Are Dismissed
A plea for open-mindedness and idealism was the keynote of Dr.
F. C. Scheuch’s Armistice day address yesterday morning. The state
university vice-president called upon students to “watch the calm
strength of a spiritualized intellectual freedom,” and to dedicate their
’lives to truth, tolerance and self-

Frederick Scheuch, who gave the
Armistice day speech at the annual
observance by the state university. Mr.
Scheuch, who Is acting president of
the state university In Dr. C. H.
Clapp’s absence, told students to “ded
icate yonr lives to truth, tolerance and
self-mastery,” and to catch the openmindedness and IdeaUsm of the day.

Washington State
And Idaho Have
Athletic Troubles
Students of Both Schools Reported
To Have Danbed Rival
Campus Buildings
As an aftermath to a recent alleged
outbreak of vandalism on the part of
Idaho and Washington state college
students, officials of the Washington
school have intimated that athletic re
lations would be broken off if such
practices were to be continued. The
trouble came up when students of the
schools were reported to have daubed
buildings with paint prior to the an
nual Idaho-Cougar football game.
President E. O. Holland of the
Washington state college stated last
Friday that he would be forced to
break oft relations with Idaho after it
was found that the buildings on the
Pullman campus had been smeared
with great yellow letters. Students
at W. S. C. stated that the letters were
posted there by Idaho supporters from
Moscow. The Incident was described
as another outbreak of intense ath
letic rivalry that has been threatening
the two schools since they started
playing football with each other in
1893.
In retaliation to President Holland’s
statement, President M. G. Neale of
Idaho stated that the raid on the
Washington state campus was appar
ently a revenge call on the part of
Idaho students after the Idaho campus
had been painted wltb huge red let
ters of W. S. C. The Pullman raiders
were alleged to have visited Moscow
Wednesday evening, and the students
from Idaho returned the call on
Thursday. President Neale also stated
that the student opinion was so over
whelmingly against this sort of van
dalism that there should be no need
to sever relations between the schools.
The history of Idaho-Washlngton
state football contests is marked with
Incidents of great rivalry between the
two schools, but authorities have
stated that this outbreak was the
worst that has been seen. The schools
have been the scene of heated battles
between factions since athletic rela
tions were started in 1893.

Invitation Issued
To Sentinel Hike
Mountaineers Ask Students to Join
Supper at “M” and Swim
Tomorrow will be a full day for the
Mountaineer club of the state univer
sity, with a “double-header” program
being planned for members. They
will meet at the foot of Mount Sen
tinel In the evening and will hike to
the “M” on the hill where they will
eat a picnic supper. After this, they
will return to Missoula where they
will hold their bi-weekly swim at the
Wilma plunge.
This is to be the second of the
weekly "Sentinel Supper Strolls,” and
will begin a regular feature for the
club. Dr. Edward Little is in charge
of the hike. Any students, whether
members or not, are Invited to meet
at the foot of the hill at the south end
of the men’s gymnasium at 6 o’clock.
Following this, the swim wtl be held
from 8:30 to 10 o’clock, anyone being
welcome to attend.

mastery.
RALLY TO SEND
Dr. Scheuch spoke before the asSQUAD ON WAY sembled R. O. T. C. unit and a large
group of students in front of Main hall.
FOR O. S. C. TILT He was Introduced by Dean R. H.

Students Honor University
Team in Main Hall
Tomorrow

Jesse, whose brief remarks followed
the opening prayer by Rev. O. R. Warford.
The state university band also par
ticipated in the exercises held a t the
Missoula county court house later in
the morning.

State university students will send
Schench’s Message
the Grizzlies off to Corvallis tomorrow
“Here then let us renew our alleg
evening a t 7:30 o’clock when they wUI
hold a rally in the Main hall auditor iance to the ancient faith, to a lofty
ium in honor of the team. The Griz and old fashioned Idealism, to the
zlies will meet the Oregon State Beav eternal spirit of a glorified state uni
ers this week-end in the final Pacific versity, a spirit which should impress
coast conference clash of the season its sons and daughters with greatness
and beauty and also feed the mind,”
for the state university.
The rally is being held to congrat Dr. Scheuch said.
He pointed out how "fitting and
ulate the team on its victory at Butte
last Saturday, and to give it a rousing proper" it is that “we should pause”
to
honor those who rallied to the cause
send-off for the Beavers, whom Mon
tana has a slight chance to beat, said to “end wars.”
“Among this number we have also
Ken Duff, A. S. U. M. president last
the 234 men bound to us by the ever
night.
Duff stated that efforts were being lasting bonds of college association,”
made to get Dr. Emerson Stone of the he said. “To others . . . who remained
Downtown Coaches' club to lead the behind to carry on the necessary work
students In songs, and to get Harry . . . we may say, ‘Well done, worthy
Adams and Dean J. E. Miller as speak and faithful servant’.”
Dr. Scheuch described the campus
ers for the rally. In addition to these
men, Coach B. F. Oakes of the Griz during the early war days. “The S. A.
zlies will speak, and the football team T. C. drilled early and late. Daylight
saving time was in effect. The weather
members will be on the stage.
All students are being urged to at- j was fearfully cold. The United States
tend this rally and give the team a j Quartermaster department could not
final endorsement before it. leaves for supply overcoats, so the men had to
Corvallis. A s the team will leave early do without them. Epidemics of the
the next afternoon, there will be no flu broke out. Classes were held in
chance for an organized send-off by the open, irrespective of weather. All
the students,, and Wednesday’s rally the S. A. T. C. men were practically
will be their only chance to show their quarantined . . . Those were the days
appreciation of the Butte victory and of the S. A. T. C.”
to give the team its last taste of MonCaUs Attention to Placque
tana spirit before the next contest. .
Dr Scheuch caIled attention to the
Songs and yells led by Dr. Stone and j
piacque standing in front of
the yell leaders will form a greater u hg ,jbrary and t0 thg aTemle ot tree8
part of the program.
which are memorials to men from the

Phi Sigma Plans
To Initiate Soon
Eight Students Are to Be Admitted
To Biology Group Next Month
Phi Sigma, national honorary bio
logical fraternity, will hold initiation
for eight pledges during the first week
in December, it has been announced
by Kenneth JRhude, treasurer of the
organization. There will be a banquet
following the ceremonies.
Those who will be admitted to mem
bership a t this time are Ralph Scho
field, Charles Bell, Richard Ormsbee,
Roy Quanstrom, Wanlyn Johnson, Vir
ginia Graybeal, Michael Belangie and
Margaret Ann Brome.

state university who died overseas.
“Shall their lives have been given
tor naught?” he asked. Then he listed
evidences of world wide unrest which
hare sent “war clouds . . . over Eur
opean heavens.” These are the pres
ent naval arms race, the recent assas
sination of King Alexander of Jugo
slavia and Foreign Minister Louis
Barthou of France, the Saar plebiscite,
Austria's two civil wars during the
past year, the Russo-Japanese trouble
and South American uprisings.
“Such conditions (of unrest, yet
overt balance) cannot last,” Dr.
Scheuch said. “It devolves upon the
educated, clear thinking youth ot
America to clarify the air of this pes
tilence . . . Our motto now Is ‘In peace
to preserve peace’."
Dr. Scheuch’s final plea was for the
(Continued on Page Four)

Jean Gordon and Helpers
Outline Parents’ Day Plan
Plans for the annual Parents’ day gram, said that prizes would be
observance at the state university are awarded to the groups that have the
being started this week by a commit largest number of parents present in
tee headed by Jean Gordon, vice-presi Missoula for the game. He also stated
dent of the A. S. U. M. The committee that the committee was planning a
will outline a program to be followed special program of features between
for the occasion. Parents’ day, which halves of the football contest.
Melva Garrison, who will be in
was instituted here last year, will be
observed on Thanksgiving day when charge of publicity for Parents’ day,
the state university football team has stated that Kalmln letters will be
meets the Gonzaga Bulldogs. All work sent out next week, inviting the par
on the plans Is being done under tbe ents to be guests ot their sons and
supervision of Central board, govern j daughters.
ing body of the Associated Students. j Other members of the committee in
“Tags are now being made to pin charge of the occasion are Lucia B.
on the coats of all parents who plan Mirrlelees, professor of English, and
to be present at the Gonzaga game," Kirk Badgley, athletic manager. Both
Miss Gordon stated yesterday. The of these faculty members were instru
tags will be copper, silver and gold, mental in founding Parents’ day last
and on them will be printed "1 Am a
Parents’ day was adopted here last
Parent.” This is being done to dis
tinguish them from similar decora year on Thanksgiving day for the
I
Montana-Utah
state football game,
tions.
The committee has urged that all land although plans for that occasion
students write to their parents im were hurriedly outlined, the day was
mediately and invite them to attend such a success that state university
the game. Lee Metcalf, chairman of | leaders decided to carry on the
the committee in charge of the pro custom.
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Modem Realism
Is War Product

Society

Rev. 0. R. Warford Reviews Luccock’s
Book a t Colloqnlnm Meeting
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__ Associate Editor
.Business Manager

GORDON N. CUNNIFF-

The World war shattered the world's
Illusion and swung the trend ot
thought toward facing the realism of
facts, was the point emphasized In
Rev. O. R. Warford’s review of Halford
Luccock’s "Contemporary American
Literature and Religion” a t a meeting
Saturday, November 17
ot the Colloquium in the natural
Sigma Phi E psilon................................................................... Bowery Ball science building last week. More
than twenty people attended the meet
At the Fraternities and Sororities
ing.
Saturday dinner guests at the Alpha
The tone of literature since the war
Tau Omega house were Jerry Snyder
reflects the reality of the world and
and Herbert Combs.
the disillusionment of Idealism which
existed In the minds of people before
Robert Brissenden was a Monday
the war.
luncheon guest a t the Alpha Tau
Dear Molly:
Post-war literature Is not Intention
Omega house.
ally religious but It has an effect on
Jack Miller was a Thursday dinner I thot that I'd write you
religion;
it m irrors a realistic religion
guest at the Delta Sigma Lambda And tell you of wonders
and a realistic morality.
I seen on the way
house.
Mr. Luccock’s hook is characterized
Members ot Sigma Nu fraternity en To the slaughter of the innocentstertained at a banquet Sunday evening In blank verse this time they tell me by an Interesting, witty and unusually
clever style. Much of the interest lies
*tis easier
at the Grill cafe.
Ludle Jacobson was a Sunday din To write and to read a t least so they In words, terms and phraseology.
tell me
ner- guest at the Alpha Chi Omega
WASHINGTON STATE HAS
In the Engl. dept.
house.
DAD'S DAT AT PULLMAN
Members of Alpha Delta Pi enter We left on the choo choo

Sigma Alpha E p silo n ................................................................Fall Formal
Delta Sigma L a m b d a .....................................................................Fireside
Sigma C h i ................................. ................................................... Fall Dance
Kappa D e l t a ............................ .......................................................Fireside
Phi Sigma K a p p a ...................................................... Roller Skating Party

A Day for Parents
Following up last year’s successful plan, Central board is again
making preparations for the annual Parents’ day celebration to be held
this year on Thanksgiving day. At that time, students of the state uni
versity will be hosts to their fathers and mothers at the Gonzaga foot
ball game, and the university will aid the students in entertaining their
parents with other functions.
Last year, the plan was instituted at the Utah State game, and al
though plans were hurriedly drawn up, the day was a success from
almost every angle. This year. Central board plans to make it bigger
and better than before, and is starting its plans immediately to insure
a fine program that will entice parents of the students to come to Mis
soula. Entertainment for every person will be the aim of the body
as it prepares for the celebration.
This is the students’ chance to publicize the state university — to
give the people of the state a chance to see just how and where their
money is being spent. Many students, of course, will want to be home
on Thanksgiving day, but they can be with their parents if they will
only talk the project over* with them and take the role of hosts for
once. Students rely upon their families to entertain them at home and
provide for their entertainment at school, but this becomes their chance
to. entertain their families.
Write home and tell your parents what is in store for them if they
come to Missoula for the occasion. Football-minded parents will have
a chance to see one of the biggest attractions on the Montana grid
schedule this year — the Grizzly-Gonzaga game. Others will have a
chance to meet professors and instructors of their sons and daughters.
Many will want to visit the buildings of the school, and many are in
terested in seeing what has been, done on the Student Union building.
Others will be happy just to come to Missoula to enjoy Thanksgiving
day with their sons and daughters. In every one of these plans for
entertainment, the state university will have a chance to help. Although
plans are not complete, dinners will probably be served at fraternity
houses and residence halls. The buildings and schools will be open for
inspection, and the football game promises to offer the biggest attrac
tion of all.
There is much in store for the parents of students this year, but they
will not come unless they have sound arguments in favor of the occa
sion. That part is up to the students. Write home — tell your parents
all about the plans. Let them know how much you would like to have
them here, and above all, don't fail to let them know that they will
have the time of their lives when they are here.

They*re Not Bad Fellows
A system whereby speakers are brought to sorority houses was in
troduced last year by the Pan-Hellenic council and has been continued
this fall. The chief purpose of these forums is to bring the faculty
into closer contact with the students.
The system works something like this. A special group first receives
word that it is required to have a certain number of speakers through
out the school year. Disappointment on the part of all concerned. At
the next meeting of that group, various individuals rise and clamor
loudly for those teachers in whose courses they are enrolled. If it so
happens that more than two students share a certain professor, and
each of said students is equipped with lusty vocal cords, the selection
is completed. Next ensues a vociferous argument as to who shall
present the invitation to the chosen professor.

tained at a pledge supper Monday
night at the chapter house, with Mur
iel Nelson and Mrs. Bernice Nelson as
honor guests.
Alpha Delta PI held formal pledg
ing for Mary Bostler of Dutton.
Helen Johnson was a Sunday dinner
guest at the Alpha XI D&lta house.
Helen Wlckes Nelson was a Monday
dinner guest a t the Alpha XI Delta
house.
Mary Haines was a Sunday dinner
guest at the Kappa Alpha Theta house.
Mrs. C. B. Avery, housemother at
the Kappa Delta house, returned yes
terday.
Betty King was a Sunday dinner
guest at the Delta Delta Delta house.
Doris McMillan was a Friday dinner
guest at the Phi Sigma Kappa house.
Delta Gamma held a luncheon at
the "Cottage" In Butte Saturday.
Virginia Tait spent the week-end In
Whitehall.
Mrs. Charles DeVoe, Somers, was a
Sunday dinner guest at the Sigma
Alpha Epsilon house.
Helen Pollinger spent the week-end
in Corvallis.
Mr. 0. B. Horen and son, Vernon,
32, were guests at the Sigma Alpha
Epsilon house.
North Hall
Anita Baldwin was a Sunday dinner
guest of Leona Catlin.
Mr. and Mrs. H. McCullough were
week-end visitors In Missoula and
guests of their daughter, Helen. They
were accompanied by their daughters,
Mrs. J. R. Thomas and Anne McCul
lough.
Mildred Holbert was a Sunday din
ner guest of Eileen Helland.
Esther Swanson was a guest of
Dorothea Nelson for Sunday dinner.
Helen Rlffo and Jane Ellis were
Sunday dinner guests of Letltla Klelnhans.
Mrs. Marguerite Carr, Kalispell, was
the guest of her daughter, Della, over
the week-end.
Mrs. A. Cortese, Livingston, spent
the week-end with her daughter, Alvlra.
Jean Berglund was a Saturday
luncheon guest of Nancy Norskog.

When all such sundry matters are settled, the designated one proudly
Corbin Hail
presents herself to the honored professor and modestly conveys her
Barbara Nelson was a Sunday din
message. The instructor, according to his or her disposition, will either ner guest of Ada Forsythe.
refuse bluntly, stall for time, or, in rare cases, accept. The added in Betty Shulz was a Sunday dinner
centive is a free meal for the victim and, if it should be the case — guest at Corbin hall.
his better half.
All of these inconveniences being cared for, the appointed night Kelleher Is Employed
arrives. The speaker is admitted, pounced upon by his protegees, and
In Justice Department
introduced to the remainder of the group. Slightly ill at ease. During
the course of the meal the guest-end of the table indulges feebly in Grant Kelleher, a graduate of the
would-be intellectual patter on Fascism, depression or the next war. state university law school, is now a
The other end subdues titters and casts appraising glances at the visitor. special attorney in the anti-trust divi
Dinner over, the troupe files despondently into the parlor where the
guest is seated in a central position and the hostesses array themselves
on adjoining seating apparatus or huddle disconsonately on the floor.
An awkward pause. The clearing of throats. The instructor launches
bravely upon some subject that should be of more or less interest to
his auditors. Composed faces on the part of the listeners, striving for
an appearance of intellectuality.

A good many of us
Nigh unto 1500 strong
More or less
Moraless.
We paid out 3 fish for a ticket
So we could get transportation
To Clark Park and Meadervllle.
Well after conductors
Took our tickets
Several of our more earnest rooters
And tooters in the band
Because they were tired
Desired to take schnapps
Elsewhere.
Suddenly from the genl. vicinity
Plunged full back Pat Caven
Bewailing the loss of a cherished
friend
Whom he said was nigh unto
One fifth full.
Then Ken Duff who is the
A. S. U. M. PRESIDENT
Led us in song and nine rahs
Down the aisles of the special
And the fair Edna Holding
Bummed him for a dime
So that Bhe also could ride on the .
Street car when we got to Butte
So she could be in the rally.
Also upon the Grrrrtzzly special
I saw Papa Taylor seeking paternally
Ernestly and anxiously
For his boys
We went to the game about 1:30 or so
And they shot
Bombs
Off
The Bobcats were not disappointed
This year
Either
On ac ct of their team in the blue and
gold
Football suits
Nor their Rocky Mountain Conference
Cross Country champs did not win
either
But next year there will be a stock
judging contest
So they can have one first
PlU8
A couple of seconds.
Well immediately following the game
We met at the Flnlen where
Two or three
Bloated aristocrats rented sample
rooms
So their friends could
Spend the night
Comfortably.
Room 415 the Flnlen, 205 a t the Tait
and 216 at the Butte
Were reputed most heavily populated
And in the meantime
Henry Loble challenged all Meaderville
Joe Davis and J. Clute prowled
Corridors
After exit lamp sans

Students a t Washington state col
lege were hosts to their fathers In the
annual Dads’ day last week-end dur-l
Ing the Idaho-Cougar football game.
A complete program of activities and
entertainment was provided for the
fathers who were guests at Pullman.
The plan was somewhat similar to
that ot the state university’s here
when the school and athletic depart
ment were hosts to fathers of the
Grizzly football players during the
Idaho game.
Habiliments.
Fred Mills walked the street by night
and Mariana rode In state
And in the meantime Kublman In
structed
Street car conductors how he’d run
things.
Who In the World
Could have put sand In the corridors
of the Flnlen?
Then we come back on the spesbul
And our good friend Elsie Hlrshberg
Evinced great Interest
In the voice of
Burly
Who read funny papers to her.
1 guess that I will have to dose
For now
And write more soon to you
Molly Dear.
I have writ two pomes I thot you’d
Like so here they are
1 hope you like them.
It was a night at the Flnlen and
All thru the place
Not a Grizzly was sleeping
There wasn't no space.
Here lies what’s left of the gold and
blue
It's the same old story nothing new
For thirty-six years
Its been points too few.
Yours,
HERMAN (also knot
locally as Hermes).
P. S. If you ask me they was
Plenty of them Bobkittles
That didn’t need Klssproof lipstick
They had the proof right with them.

CLASS-DOZERS RETAIN
MORE, SANS PHILOSOPHER

New Biographies Ready
For Student Circulation

Contrary to popular belief bnt co
inciding with popular action, sleep
ing through lectures Is a good prac
tice and should be encouraged U
one wonld get the maximum infor
mation and a t the same time a little
badly needed shut-eye. The student
can doze off, forgetting the perplex
ing worries concerning the technlentitles of the lectures and stlU ab
sorb the iniormatlon.
At least, so claims Dr. Ralph R.
Winn, City College of New fo rk , in
structor of phUosophy, who Insists
th at the stndent who sleeps through
lectures retains the greatest amount
of Information being disseminated.

On the shelf for new books in the
reading room of the library are many
Interesting new biographies. These
books can be taken out for two hours
only or for overnight Those on the
shelf a t present are: "Joe Bailey, the
Last Democrat," by Sam Acheson;
“Grace Whitney Hoff,” by Carolyn
Patch; "The Life of Edward E. Ayers,”
by Frank C. Lockwood; "Stephen Fos
ter, America’s Troubadour,” by John
T. Howard; “The Life of Eugene
Field,” by Slason Thompson; "Sam
uel Johnson,” by Hugh Kingsmlll;
“Dorothy Wordsworth," by Catherine
MacLean, and “Bear,” a biography of
James Edwards by John Oliver.

Sororities Are Warned
To Observe Rush Rules

Sterling Stapp, Billings, Is a patient
at S t Patrick’s hospital, where he is
suffering from serious Illness.

Pan-Hellenic council has decreed
that “Ignorance of the law” shall
henceforth not excuse the offense of
any sorority breaking the rules of
rush Week.
The Pan-Hellenic delegate of each
house must assume full responsibility
for distributing Pan-Hellenic rushing
rules and penalty books to all those
in the chapter, either alumnae or collegate members In charge of any rush
ing activities.
It was announced that plans for fra
ternity exchange dinners m ust be dis
cussed In chapter meetings of each
sorority.

Buy at reuHwnnble prices hIx days
of every week.

K & W Grocers, Inc.
#2# South Higgins

FALL
HATS

Your Account Is Solicited

Going
at
$2.95
Berets at $ lr00

m k -W f

The
Western Montana
National Bank
Missoula, Montana
Affiliated With
The First Bank Stock Corporation

Scoring...
p oin ts w h e rev er it’s sold

leads th e field

NEW WILMA

RIALTO

LAST TIMES TODAY)

LAST TIMES TONIGHT!

“The Merry Widow”

MIRIAM HOPKINS in

25c and 50c

— In —

“The Richest Girl
In the World”

Permanent Waves

$1.95 to $3.00

WEDNESDAY ONLY!

GEORGE BRENT in
“Desirable”
STARTING THURSDAY I

Modem
Beauty School
Hammond Arcade Building

“THE COUNT OF
MONTE CRISTO”
—Another Super Attraction!

(TO TELLE THE TREWTH,
I LVK A 5M0KE THAT’S

AND M E LL O W P / i

R C D T /1

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY!

PAUL CAVANAUGH
j

— In —

“Menace”
AND WEDNESDAY IS

“HAPPINESS NIGHT”

FUL OFTE A-DAV HAN THISE
THEBANES TWO TO6IDRE '/•MET.
AND WROGMT HIS FELAWE WO;
UNHORSED HATH ECH OTHER OF.

Then the miracle! In the place of the frank boredom, a gleam of
actual interest flits occasionally across the faces of the listeners. (They
are not in the class-room and such is perm itted.) Soon a semi-intelhgent question is ventured by a bold auditor. Not to be outdone, an
other offers a query. Soon an enthusiastic discussion is in full play, W. W. Flashman, Red Lodge, spent
Questions are presented simultaneously and effortlessly, knowledge the week-end at the Delta Sigma
Lambda house.
is absorbed and rusty cogs are loosened.

Tomorrow evening, the students of the state university will meet
m a rally to send the Grizzlies off to Corvallis for'their final Pacific
Coast conference game against the Oregon State Beavers. There has
been much talk about school spirit and the enthusiasm of students at
football rallies and games, but this is your chance to put an end to all
that controversy.

Our Complete Stock
of New

Finger Waves That Please

TH E K N IG H T E 5 T A LE

vM YLD

TO PLEASE YOU

Missoula Laundry

Biggest Hit of the Year!

sion of the Department of Justice, be
ing located in Washington, D. C. This
word was received by friends of his
on the campus recently. Kelleher was
graduated from the law school last
year.
While at school he was an outstand
ing student, being a member of Kappa
Tau, Silent Sentinel, Phi Delta Phi
and the state university debate team. I
Before receiving his present position,
he was an attorney for one of the
divisions of the NRA.

This continues for some time until the speaker modestly suggests
Walter Cooney was a week-end guest
that his time is up. The auditors, suddenly recalling previous engage at the Phi Delta Theta house.
ments, neglected studies and other sundry pastimes, agree, and all is
over. The speaker is assisted into his coat and chapeau and the gath
ering disbands. The surprising element is that even the listeners
themselves admit that the enterprise was profitable. They were led,
Save on Economy
quite unknowingly, into serious and constructive thought and they liked
Groceries
it. Yes, they admit it. The evening was a success!

WE DO TOUR

Dry Cleaning

AFTER EVERY CLASS
IT RINGS THE BELL!
THERE are two reasons why Prince Albert is called “The
National Joy Smoke*’ by pipe smokers. The first—it is a
secret blend of choice, top*quality tobaccos. The second—
this excellent blend is treated by a special process which
absolutely removes all “ bite.” Get a big red tin of “ P. A.’*
yourself and find out how good your pipe can really taste.

Fringe Albert
—THE NATIO NAL J O Y SMOKBI
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ROSE CAPTURES Journalists Hear
Scholastics Beat
GRIZZLIES CONTROL STRUGGLE
Frosh Reserves
FROM FIRST TO ADMINISTER
CROSS-COUNTRY
Newspaper Man
In 26 to 6 Tilt
RACE AT BUTTE j
And Psychologist
DRUBBING TO BOBCAT TEAM
Sixty-five Hundred Fans Pack Park to See Outweighed
State College Squad Absorb 25 to 0 Beating
And ta ll Short in Late Rally
The Grizzlies went over the mountain to Butte last Saturday, scored
in every quarter and came home with another Bobcat pelt and the state
football championship tucked safely away for at least one more year.
The final gun ended the annual football feud, played before 6,500
fans at Clark park, with the score-^
boards showing ZB points for the Uni
versity and none for their traditional
rivals.
It was the same bitter duel that the
jwo teams put on each year when for
one day Butte goes collegiate and
plays host to every student and alum
Alice Berland, Only Co-ed Entered,
nus who can possibly get there for
Turns In 96 Score As Five
the "big game.” The bands of the two
Ken Shoot Perfectly
institutions joined with the cross
country runners in the between-halves
A total of 60 targets were fired in
entertainment, staging a spectacular
the first re-entry rifle match held on
exhibition on the field.
Outweighed, but not outplayed, a the R. 0. T. C. range which began last
battered Bobcat club fought with char Thursday evening, November 8. Per
acteristic determination and late in the fect scores of 100 each were turned in
final quarter were nearly rewarded by Dr. Tylar Phelps, Ray Bruce, C. C.
when a desperate 35-yard march ad LeSure, John Carlson and William
vanced the ball to the Grixsly 19-yard Henning.
In the shoot-off of this tie, Phelps
line for their only scoring threat of
won first place, Bruce won second,
the afternoon.
and
LeSure won third. Alice Berland,
Mixed Offense
the only woman entered in. this match,
Forward passes, power plays and
turned In a score of 96.
even the old Statue of Liberty setup
accounted for long gains for the Uni The next re-entry match will be
versity squad as they controlled the fired on the R. O. T. C. range begin
game from the opening whistle. A ning Thursday evening, November 22,
forward double-lateral pass with Vesel at 7:30 o’clock. Entrants will shoot
the ultimate receiver, galloping over in the sitting position.
It was agreed th at the season
the Bobcat goal line 24 yards away,
was called back and the Grizzly score matches will begin during the week
of January 7,1935, and th at two round
disallowed.
A pass from Emery to Olson fol robins will be fired. Each team will
lowed by a series of line bucks char fire One match per week.
acterized the first major drive of the
The University of Montana Women's
University and placed the ball on the rifle team are authorized to enter the
four-yard line where Grizzly backs, league matches and defend the Kohn
pounding the Aggie forward line sav Jewelry Co. cup (won by them in 1934)
agely on three' successive plays, were by firing prone, sitting and kneeling
repulsed an equal number of times be- j in lieu of prone, sitting and standing
fore Story finally crashed through ag required of all other teams
from the one-foot line. Emery’s at Upon the completion of the league
tempted kick for the extra point went matches, the association will award
the cup, five silver medals to the win
wide.
The second score came early in the ning team and five bronze medals to
: second quarter when Eastman’s the second place team.
; blocked punt was recovered by Ander
Captain A. E. Rothermich said, "In
son on the Bobcat 18-yard line. On case of Inclement weather or other
' two plays, Story knifed through tackle good and sufficient cause, the matches
for eight yards and Blastic charged with the Hamilton Rifle club may be
■over guard to go the remaining 101fired as a telegraphic match.”
: yards and add six points to the Uni-1
versity score. Hileman booted the ball j Beal (Denver), head linesman; Hicks
between the uprights to add the extra (Kansas), field Judge.
. point
Substitutions: Montana—Rhinehart
Play Called Back
Heller, Babich, Cosgrove, Anderson
'
D enied sc o re b y a p en a lty on a t ric k Sullivan, Sayatovicb, Blastic, Holmplay, starting with Blastic who shot a ]«uist Hileman, Vesel, Carter, Schultz,
forward pass to Rhinehart who later- Carpenter. Montana State—Hansen
ailed to Hileman, the ball finally go Edwards, Taylor, Ansell, McBride,
ing to Vesel, the Grizzly regulars came Purdum, O'Brien, Pentilla, Doyra, Matback later with a 50-yard march that miller, Jacobson, Wilson, Misevlc.
Touchdowns — Story, Blastic 2,
did not stop until Blastic had dived the
last yard over the goal line and into Holmqulst. Point after touchdown—
pay territory again. His place kick Hileman.
Missed trials for field goals—Emery.
try fulled.
Montana averaged 34.3 yards per
In the final period the Grizzlies took
a punt and marched 50 yards, losing kick on six punts; Montana State, 38.2
the ball on downs ju st a foot short on 13, one of which was blocked.
, of the Bobcat goal line. Eastman Montana returned punts a total of 92
punted to Veeel who returned the ball yards; Montana State, 6.
Penalties—Montana, 65; Montana
II yards to the Cat 26-yard line. Whittinghlll picked up three yards, then State, 26.
Fumbles
— Montana, 3; Montana
Holmqulst passed to Hartsell for 16
and Vesel hit left tackle for four, State, 2.
Fumbles recovered—Montana,
. Holmqulst traveling the last four to
‘score. WhittinghiU’s place kick went Montana State, 2.
Eight plays were stopped behind the
wide.
The two teams exchanged pants a n d !Montana line for«a loss of 86 yards
three
similar losses for Montana State
the Cats took the, ball on their own
46-yard line to sta rt their one scoring cost eight yards

Dr. Phelps Wins
First Rifle Match
Of 1934 Season

th re a t Overtnrf sliced throngh tackle
'for nine yards, Taylor went over guard
(for 16, a couple of passes failed, a line
; play lost and then Overturf passed to
(Misevlc tor 12 yards and a first down
on the Grizzly 19-yard line as the
- game ended.
Statistics of Game
' The final statistics showed that the
^Grizzlies had tar outclassed their
lighter rivals. The University made 22
first downs as against 4 for the col
lege and had an advantage In yardage
igalned from scrimmage of 427 to 88.
iThey also outgalned the Cats on
passes 125 yards to 41.
I. Lineup and summary:
Montana (85)
State College (0)
‘H a rts e ll................._..„...Coey (captain)
Left End
Left Tackle

Intercepted Pass Paves Way to Lone
Cub Score; Missoula Attack
Is Highly Effective
Displaying a varied offense with
passes and sweeping runs, the Mis-,
soula high school football team de
feated the state university Cub reserve
squad by a 26-6 score Friday on the
high school field. The scholastics
were never in such a dangerous posi
tion that they were forced to punt,
while the Cubs had but one chance to
score during the game.
The Cub scoring opportunity came
when a pass was Intercepted. The
Cubs then completed a long pass to
the three-yard line, where they finally
punched the ball over on the fourth
down, Graves taking the ball over for
the touchdown.
Bolton, Peak and Shelton were the
only members of the Cub first team
to see action, there being no reserves
to take their positions. The Cubs
used 23 of the 63 squad members in
the game, to answer Coach Sam Kain’s
request to keep his Missoula potential
champions in trim for the coming Hel
ena high school game.
The high school made 20 first downs
to five for the Cubs, and piled up a
total of 241 yards by rushing to 68
tor the Cubs. Missoula completed 10
passes for 145 yards, while the Cubs
completed two passes for 26 yards.
The Cubs averaged 29 yards on punts,
but the Missoula clu6 was not forced
to punt once during the game.
Lineup and summary:
Cubs (6)
Missoula (26)
Left End
Ackerlund

Youngqulst
Left Tackle
Cole .........

........Zadra
Left Guard

Bolton ......

....... Oeder
Center

B ieh l.........

....Murphy
Right Guard

Lindgren ...

......... -Flgg
Right Tackle

Martin .......

University Distance Runners
Win Six of First Eight
Places in Exhibition
Dlstance men of the state university
outclassed their Bobcat rivals in the
cross-country exhibition Saturday aft
ernoon, annexing six of the first eight
places in the race. The race was a
feature of the annual Bobcat-Grizzly
football game at Butte.
Jack Rose, Grizzly distance star,
paced the 2.4-mile course in 12 min
utes 16 seconds, to win from Barney
Myers, Bobcat, by 15 yards after Myers
had taken the lead when starting the
final sprint. While Rose led for the
first two miles of the race, Myers took
thd lead by a scant yard as the pair
encircled the field three times before
finishing. Rose then lengthened his
stride and easily pulled away, leaving
Myers by 15 yards. Ben Taylor, acting
captain for the university runners,
finished with a powerful sprint, leav
ing Kramis struggling to finish fourth.
Doug Williams, Grizzly, with a final
spurt of speed, passed Horace Godfrey,
university, to take fifth, while Hal
Stearns, university, followed the pair
by a few yards for seventh. Ted Garllngton, slim freshman university run
ner, trailed Stearns by a few yards to
finish eighth, while Bobcat runners
were far behind. A1 Vadheim, crippled
with shin-splints, fought valiantly to
finish the race but hobbled from the
field, as did two Bobcat runners who
were'unable to finish.
The 2.4-mlie course consisted of
three laps around the football field In
Clark park, a jau n t into the nearby
city over d irt streets and a final three
laps around the field.
Rose bettered his previous times for
that distance by several seconds. Al
though one-tenth of a mile shorter
than that run last Saturday, Rose cov
ered the course 1 minute 6 seconds
faster. The first two miles were cov
ered in 10 minutes 12.8 seconds, only
eight-tenths of a second slower than
the time for the two-mile in the state

......... Nybo
uels, Florer, Montgomery, Cyr, Laphan, McClung, Chambers, Peak, Roddebush, Murphy, D’Orazi, Fox, Hutch
inson; Hunt.

Right. End
Quarter

even the self-styled individualist is
dependent upon other people. He said
that individuals did not fight against
the social environment as such, but
were more intent on defending them
selves against their relationship to the
social environment. He pointed out
Professor Atkinson and Paul Flint
how closely the securing and publish
Address Bi-Weekly Meeting
ing of news is entwined with the psy
chological reactions of the reader.
News and psychology were discussed
Mr. Flint explained what the word
by a psychologist and a newspaper
man at the meeting of Press club Wed ‘news” means to an editor. He des
nesday night. Professor E. A. Atkin cribed the different ways in which
son of the phychology department news stories could be handled, point
talked on “Psychology and News," and ing out that the editor with a flair for
Paul Flint, outstanding Helena news the sensational seized upon half-truths
paper man, discussed “News—and and statements taken from their con
text in order to create sensationalism.
Psychology.”
Mr. Flint urged journalism students
Approximately sixty journalism stu
to perfect news stories and headlines.
dents attended the meeting.
Never
have students who wish to be
Atkinson discussed the subjects that
make interesting news stories, show come newspaper people had a better
ing how the individual reader's inter
est in a story Is based upon his psy
chological reaction. Atkinson listed
regression, tantrums, boasting, over
indulgence, “rattles,” and compensa
tion as the chief characteristics which
determine the reader's reaction to
many news stories. He said th at these
characteristics In the reader make him
read a story concerning the activities
or the dlscomforture of some one else.
Atkinson pointed out th at human re
lations are so closely inter-related that

Right Half
Touchdow n s: Missoula — Rogers,
four.
Cubs—Graves. Points after
touchdowns—Rogers, Potter. Alter
nates for Missoula—Searles, Perry,
Chldiey, Robinson, Rinke, Struble,
Lawrence, Kimball, Price, Grace,
Campbell. Alternates for Cubs—Sam-
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The Sport Shop
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F I R E C H IE F

GASOLINE
4

DATEUP TWS 6010 LAMl
AT T O W CLOTHIER5.

?

FLUTTER THE FEMININE HEART, W INM PLAU0IT3 Of
YOUR FELLOW-MEN-\MTH THESE DISTINCTIVELY
CORRECT UNIVERSITY CORDUROY T R O U S E R T ..

. Let Ut Service Your Car

DIXON
Service Stations

CAMPUS

No. 1— TOMMY THOMPSON
Corner of Main and Pattee

H

emus

bat university -to u ch in w ool trousers
CAMPUS FLANNELS .n d CAMPUS RUFFS (the heavy, tweedy Mad)

No. 2— STAN SMART
Corner of South Sixth and Higgins

Headquarters for Campus Cords

......Rogers
Left Half

Babe Griffin, advertising manager of
the 1935 Sentinel, went to Butte
Thursday afternoon on business and
attended the Grizzly-Bobcat game Sat
urday.

Intercollegiate track meet last May
and 36 seconds faster than a t the
Idaho-Montana meet. Times on the
other university runners could not be
obtained, as only one stop watch was
started with the runners.

Fullback
Shelton ....

time in which to prepare themselves,
he said. He pointed out that news
paper editors are employing more
journalism school graduates now than
at any time since schools for journal
ism training were established.
A short business meeting was held
after the talks.

DuPONT TRICLENE
DuPont's Dry Cleaning Fluid

C.R.DRA6STEDT<

New Method Cleaners & Dyers

Quality Merchandise at Lower Prices

M E N ' S

W E A R

Phone 47S7
181 EAST BROADWAY, MISSOULA, MONTANA

OPPOSITE N. P. DEPOT

Fa ir enou,
i h

E tell you that Chesterfield
Cigarettes are made of mild,
ripe tobaccos. W e’ve told you about
the paper—that it’s pure and burns
right, without taste or odor.
W e have said that Chesterfields are
made right. The tobaccos are aged,
then blended and cross-blended, and

W

Dependable Laundry Service

Florence LaundryCo.
Dial 8808

cut into shreds the right width and
length to smoke right.
These things are done to make
what people want—a cigarette that’s
milder, a cigarette that tastes better
—a cigarette that satisfies.
You can prove w hat we
tell you about Chesterfield.
May we ask you to try them
— that would seem to be fa ir enough.

Latest Sheet Music
New Victor records. Bnescher
and Conn band Instruments.
Everything In music.
“ESTABLISHED SINCE 1897”

ORVIS MUSIC HOUSE
109 South Third Street

Left Guard
Kuka (Co-captain) ............... ....Almich
Center
Right Guard
Right Tackle
B randenherg............... .......... Stebblne
Right End
Quarterback
S to ry ....................................... .Overturf
Left Halfback
Right Halfback
Wblttlnghlll ......................... ....Ollvera
Fallback
Officials—Higgins (Gonzaga), rot•roe; Dayllas (Montana), umpire;

Professional
Directory
BORG JEWELRY &
OPTICAL COMPANY
Eyes Examined—G lasses Fitted
Dr. Frank Borg, Optometrist

the cigarette that’s MILDER
the cigarette that TASTES BETTER

DR. A. G. WHALEY
Eye* Examined—G lazies Fitted
100 B. Broadway—Phono 4104
D1994, Iw e ir ra M n u T obacco Co.
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Scheuch Makes Appeal
freshmen ineligible for confer
ence play. A conference ruling pro
To Students in Address ,
hibited first year competition. Bernie
Bierman, all-American halfback at the
(Continued from Page One)
Each year in the courses in English
University of Minnesota in 1916 and
composition, students are tempted to continued “weaving and braiding” of
coach at Butte high school for two
principles
which “those men of 1917
copy themes from other students or
years, became coach. After a year’s Dr. G. A. Matson Isolates Organism; All But A. T. O. Enter; from magazines and books. Students and 1918 did so much to preserve and
hibernation the lightest Bruin eleven
of course know that it is unfair to solidify.”
Anti-toxin Will Be Given
Barbs Will Compete
in history walloped Montana Wes
The R. Q. T. C. band and the mil
submit such work as their own. The
To Aid President
leyan 26-7. Sullivan opened the scor
department of English for a number itary units marched across the oval
With Greeks
ing but Gonser, Wesleyan back,
of years has dealt with such cases as at the beginning of the exercises and
Discovery of the organism which
All fraternities except Alpha Tau come to Its attention summarily. Two faced the speakers’ stand. As Dr.
to enlist in the aviation corps.
romped 60 yards to knot the score. has been causing the illness of Pres
By Harold Stearns
H. B. Conibear, former coach, was Sullivan then passed to Daylis and ident C. H. Clapp Friday branded the Omega, and Independents have entered students who have been guilty of such Scheuch concluded his address the
Part VII
killed In Seattle by a fall from a tree. Sherck kicked goal. Daylis scored ailment as bacillary dysentery. The
round-robin swimming meets conduct have been given an “F” in band played the "Star Spangled Ban
Starting their attack in the second
He was a crew coach a t Washington again and then Sullivan also added organism is being further differen which will start tomorrow with con English 11a this quarter and asked to ner” and then the troops continued
half, the Grizzlies snowed Whitman
at the time. Robert White, another 6 points. Sherck kicked goal.
tests between Sigma Phi Epsilon and withdraw from the course without their march around the oval.
tiated
within
its
group.
Dr.
Clapp,
who
under a 17-0 score in the next game.
former Grizzly coach and a Montana
Scherck was elected captain en had been feeling worse during Satur Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Phi Sigma privilege of adding other work.
Montana was held for downs on the
graduate as well, was killed in China route to Logan. He had been a mem day and Sunday, said that his condi Kappa and Sigma Chi; Sigma Nu and
H. G. MERRIAM,
SIEG IS UNIVERSITY PREXY
one-foot line in a scoreless first half,
by a rebel arrow. He was participat ber of the 1913 squad. The Montana tion will Improve as soon as a specific Delta Sigma Lambda.
Department of English.
but they came back in the second
ing in an engagement bewteen Chinese mites held Utah Aggies for the first anti-toxin has been administered.
Three contests have been scheduled
period to settle the issue. Sanderson
Eight heads of colleges and lnsti-«
federate and insurrectionists.
half 6-0 and then crumbled 47-0. Mon Bacillary dysentery is caused by the for each afternoon, the meets to start
Taunts of "Grammar School Stuff,” tutlons of higher tearing were present
tallied with a goal, and Keeran kicked
George Welsel, University of Minne tanan Injuries were numerous in the
the extra point Later McQuarrie
presence of a certain bacillus in the at 4:46 o'clock on Monday, Wednesday •Joe High School," and other expres-1 recent|y wj,en Dr. L. P. Sieg was lnsota quarter in 1909, was appointed slaughter.
kicked a field goal, and just before the
intestinal canal. The work of dis and Friday. Contestants not ready at stons of like nature were hurled la apgprated president of the University
coach until Nissen recovered. Two
Average weight of the Grizzly line covering the exact bacillus was done that time will forfeit that m eet
game ended, Bentz reached up to in
the faces of the Grizzly supporters in 0j Washington. Nine thousand perteams had reported for practice by
The complete schedule, starting to Butte Saturday during the game. song attended the services to see the
was 166 pounds; that of the Miners, by the staff of the Northern Pacific
tercept a Whitman pass and race 60
this time, but ten of the members
169. Belgian Daems, old Montana hospital, where Dr. Clapp has been a morrow and finishing on December 5, Why? Simply because our very much new head 0( the university installed
yards for the last touchdown, Keeran
were declared scholastically ineligible
captain, coached the Orediggers.
hear hig tirgt ^ d re s s to the
kicking for the extra point
patient for more than two weeks, and follows: Wednesday, November 14, collegiate yell leaders were so inadept L nd
for the Whitman game, November 4.
the first 14 minutes of play, Montana by Dr. G. A. Matson of the biology S. P. E. vs. S. A. E., Phi Sigma Kappa at showing any knowledge of when | student body,
Montana ended that season by tak
All but two were allowed to play,
shot 14 points across. The Miners department, Dr. Josiah J. Moore, di vs. Sigma Chi, Sigma Nu vs. D. S. L.; and, moreover, what to yell.
ing a thriller from Idaho to the tune
however, but Montana was unable to
brought the ball to the 2-yard line in rector of the National Pathological Friday, November 16; Phi Delta Theta
of 20-13. The Grizzlies trailed through
Some of the yells they attempted
Mildred Holbert drove to her home
hold the Missionary attack and lost
the second quarter but required four laboratory in Chicago, and Dr. F. D. vs. Independents, Sigma Chi vs. Sigma to entice from the throats of the Griz in Virginia City Saturday morning and
out the game by 13 points, b u t with
14-3 after leading all the way until
Nu, D. S. L. vs. Phi Sigma Kappa; zlies were strictly impromptu and un
downs to put it across. Adams, How Pease, Missoula health officer.
10 minutes left to play, they opened
returned to Missoula Sunday evening.
two minutes before the game ended.
Monday, November 19, S. P. E. vs. Phi becoming of a college man or woman.
ard, Johnson and Sherck scored
up an offensive that netted them 20
Friday’s discovery ended almost
Bentz kicked a 43-yard field goal
touchdowns and Sherck kicked four two weeks of frustration. Previously Delta Theta, S. A. E. vs. Independents, Their display of sportsmanship was
points and a victory. First Keeran
Viola Bjorneby spent the week-end
early in the fray.
scored, then Clark caught a pass for
goals in the 28-6 affray. First downs the illness had been thought to be Phi Sigma Kappa vs. Sigma Nu; Wed the poorest I have ever witnessed. at the Alpha Xi Delta house.
Down Favored Aggies
nesday, November 21, Sigma Chi vs. Why should we allow ourselves to be
a touchdown, and then Clark inter
were 22 to 9.
heumatism, but this was proved out
D. 8. L„ Phi Delta Theta vs. Sigma criticised unjustly because of their |
The Aggies meanwhile had held the
cepted a pass and ran for 96 yards
Whitman Holds for Tie
of the question after Dr. Clapp’s first
Nu, Sigma Pbt Epsilon vs. Indepen actions?
to cross the goal with the winning Utah Aggies to a 7-7 tie and as a re
Whitman fought gamely on a wet examination. The doctors then be
Get a Good Haircut
score. Clark played four quarters of sult were overwhelming favorites to field to hold Montana to a 6-6 tie. lleved it was amoebic or tropical dents; Friday, November 23, Phi Sig
During the first quarter, the spirit |
— A t—
ma Kappa vs. S. A. E., D. S. L. vs. was showlpg itself nicely, but it soon
regain the state title. The betting
that game with a broken hand.
Keeley carried the ball over from the dysentery. It was not until Friday's
S. P. E„ Phi Delta Theta vs. Sigma died out. We would no more than fin
Coach NiBsen returned from the element had not reckoned, however,
TRAIL BARBER SHOP
12-yard line after Adams, Brown and results had been examined that Dr.
Chi.
northwest football meeting at Seattle of John Christian Bentz going berserk
SPON ft EDWARDS
ish one yell when they would start
Sherck had advanced it there in 3 Matson was able to announce the
Monday, November 26, Independents us out on another. Soon we were
after the season had ended with the and pounding through for 16 yards minutes and 17 seconds. The Mission isolation of the bacillus, causing the
Beneath the Building and Loan
vs. Sigma Nu, D. S. L. vs. S. A. E., tired and had nothing left for the
news that Montana had been admitted and the championship with four min
aries soored in the last five minutes. trouble.
Phi Sigma Kappa vs. Phi Delta Theta; other three quarters.
to the Northwest conference. The con utes to go. He had booted a 43-yard
First downs were 11 up but Whitman
Matson Continues Study
Wednesday, November 28; Sigma Chi
ference had been in existence for eight field goal early, but Ross of the
Never plead with a team to “hold j
I completed nine passes to two.
; ,
...
.__ .
Dr. Matson said yesterday that he vs. S. P. E., Independents vs. D. S. L.
years, and Montana was the first Aggies retaliated with a touchdown,:
that line” on the fifty-yard line. W a it, BETTER CLEANING SERVICE
Idaho won 7-0 at Moscow with the had "Isolated a bacillus which is ag S. A. E. vs. Sigma Nu; Friday, Novem
school to be added. For the first time, Wheeler kicking goal. Driscoll, Layuntil it’s really needed and you'll get]
Dahlberg and Sullivan were a*d of forward passes on a muddy glutinated (clumped) by dysentery ber 30, Phi Delta Theta vs. D. S. L.
freshmen were not allowed to play on_
better results. The constant repititlonl Hats, Suits, Dresses
heroes of the seemingly hopeless | gridiron. Idaho outgalned Montana anti-serum. (Anti-serum is animal S. P. E. vs. Phi Sigma Kappa, Inde
Phone 2186.
Five-Hour Service
the varsity team.
of one yell soon spoils it and makes
161
yards
to
68
and
passed
70
yards
Rug*, Curtains and Draperies
serum containing anti-bodies which pendents vs. Sigma Chi; Monday, De
Captain Christian Bentz was unable battle.
the crowd dislike 1L We have others
to
Montana's
none.
clump dysentery bacilli.)’’
to whip his team into any semblance
cember 3, S. A. E. vs. Sigma Chi, In besides "U-rah-rah,” so why not use
Washington State playeu true to
Master Cleaner & Dyer
of fprm in two weeks and Montana orm, however, and ran ■roughshod! The Cubs defeated the Bobkittens
'Such serum is prepared by inocu dependents vs. Phi Sigma Kappa; them? The lack of the use of ”cour-|
was beaten 21-6 by the visiting Utah 28-0. Captain Bangs was the whole j 46-3 at home. Madsen, MacGowan, lating animate (usually rabbits) with Wednesday, December 5, Sigma Nu vs.
tesy yells” by our present leaders is
S. C. team. Bentz failed to cap- Lambert and Olson were outstanding dysentery bacilli, which stimulate Sigma Phi Epsilon, Phi Delta Theta
Aggies. Coach Nissen was ill and
quite noticeable. More of these and
Bentz had been forced to take the italize with a field goal from the 40 stars.
the production of the specific anti vs. S. A. E.
less of the razz variety would create]
team in hand. Only fifteen men had yard line due to a puny Grizzly line! "The Grizzlies will win,” said Dr. bodies in the blood serum of the
a better feeling and impression.
returned to school because of the war being able to hold off the foe long Schreiber, and once more the old re animals.”
Mr. Metcalf, you’ve seen organized
Tuesday, November 13
and but six of these had ever played enough to give the giant a fair break.]liable proved to be right to the extent
Matson said that he was con
cheering as handled by larger schools,
football previously. Poor tackling The yardstick told the story—326 of a 6-6 moral victory a t least over tinuing his study of the organism
so why don’t you give the yell leaders
and a shortage of deceptive plays yards t0 52.
the Bobcats. The Grizzlies led all ‘The cultural characteristics of the
some constructive criticism? I hope
spelled thefirst defeat. Montanaled j Idaho used a nine-man line, alter- the way, making 163 yards to 94. organism which was Isolated are be
that you and your Traditions com
— In —
in yardage, 272to 267. Tom Mathews
nate(j passes with end runs and won Harry Adams broke loose for 71 yards ing determined for the purpose of dif
mittee will do something about this
booted 25 and 35 yard field goals for | ^ . 3, The Grizzly advanced to the and Taylor of the Cats counted with ferentiating the organism farther
Interclass hockey for the women of before the Gonzaga game.
the only Montana scores and left tor Muscovite 30-yard line in the last . trick play from the 30-yard line.
within the group,” he said.
R. S.
the state university has been started
California immediately after the game period but were held for three downs.
(To Be Continued)
The staff of the hospital which is
A pass was then Intercepted and
composed of Dr. W. Helmstra, Dr. A. this quarter, and the first games of
A Musical Comedy Blot
Thompson, Idaho speedster, ankled
R. Foes, Dr. G. M. Jennings, Dr. A. T. the tournament between the teams will
BALLROOM DANCING
start Monday, November 19. At that
A- LARGE HAMBURGER
around end and despite being upset
Haas, and Dr. A. J. Zimmerman, lab
Complete Course of Private Lessons
— and —
— Also —
half a dozen times managed to slip 1
oratory technician, and Dr. Moore time the sophomore and freshman
$7.50
BETTER BEER
teams will play, and the game will be
through. Montana gained 252 yards
aided Dr. Matson in his work.
We guarantee our work.
refereed by Carol Wells and Virginia
MICKEY
MOUSE in
to 202.
Dr. Clapp said yesterday that he
Interfraternity council will meet
THE MISSOULA CLUB
DeREA SCHOOL OF DANCING
Bentz was chosen as all-Northwest Wednesday evening a t 6:15 o'clock at had not been feeling well for more Bode.
“ Building a Building”
189 West Main
The
schedule
for
next
week
in
addi
210
S.
3rd
Phone
3232
tackle. Layton made the third team, the Phi Sigma Kappa house.
than a year, although his health had
tion to the game Monday will be:
center position.
not worried him. He became seriously
Wednesday—freshmen versus the jun
Nissen resigned at the end of the
There will be a practice of the Liv ill after a dinner the day of the Idaho- ior-senior team; Friday—sophomores
season to join the army. His Montana
ing Statuary act Wednesday evening at Montana football game. After the pre versus the combined junior-senior
record stood 14 wins, 7 losses and 4
The
7:30 o'clock in the women's gymna liminary examinations had been made team. This announcement was made
ties.
refuting the belief that the illness was
Students Always 15c
sium.
First National Bank
by June Day, manager of hockey. Ref
Football stalwarts from every col
rheumatism the doctors announced
erees to work those games will be
Get Yourself a Treat With the
THE FIRST AND OLDEST
lege in the nation fought the great
There will be a meeting of the home that the trouble was lodged in the Helen Bateman and Ruth Nickey.
NATIONAL BANK
fight on the bloody gridirons of
By letting
Difference!
ecenomlcs club Wednesday evening at colon, which was stringy and in Practices will be held on Monday,
IN MONTANA
Flanders fields. Montana field lay
8 o'clock in room 311 of the natural flamed.
Y O U N G R E N ’S
Wednesday and Friday afternoons at
undisturbed by the tread of cleated
science building. All majors and min
Clapp Runs Slight Fever
4:45 o’clock.
feet until following the Armistice, re
Dye them.
ors in the department are urged to
The illness is exceedingly painful.
Members of the teams which will
turning veterans flocked back.
attend.
Dr. Clapp has lost a little weight and play for the inter-class championship
Season of 1919
he has -been running a slight fever. are M. Teegarden, A. Baker, R. Bickel,
More than two hundred males were
There will be a meeting of the edu This was accentuated over the week C. Lynch, I. Morreau, J. Paulson, N.
enrolled in school at the beginning
Basement Higgins Block
cation club Thursday evening a t 7:16 end. He said that he had no worries Norskog, A. Stukey, A. Johnson, M.
of 1919, thereby automatically making
o'clock in Main hall. All students in with regard to a successful outcome, Kerrulsh, L. Nichols, J. Prentice, L.
the education school and prospective although "it is rather tough being a
Hurd, D. Carr and B. Sparks, fresh
teachers are invited to attend.
guinea pig for the physician's neces man team; M. Lewis, H. Trask, K.
sary experiments."
Bartley, J. Day, M. McDonald, C. Mcu
Psi Chi, national psychology fra The examinations during the first Keel, C. Olson, E. Swanson, J. Bergternity, will meet Wednesday evening 10 dayB of Dr. Clapp's illness were
lund, M. Freyman, S. Stewart, V. Gif
at 8 o’clock in the psychology labor negative, Dr. Matson said.
THAT while civilization has lifted burdens from the backs of
ford, E. Cooney, M. Holbert and J.
atory in Main hall.
human beings, it has greaty Increased the severity of visual tasks.
Dr. Clapp said that he was gratified Kountz sophomore team, and E. Hank
over the work that had been done by ins, P. Wilcox, H. Johnson, M. Malone,
The mathematics club will meet Dr. Matson and the others. “His work
BETTER LIGHT — BETTER SIGHT
M. Miles, E. Hansen, A. Wilcox, V.
Thursday evening In room 110 of Craig has been long and hard and careful,”
Bode,
Wells T. Buck, M. Brickson,
Use Approved I. E. S. Lamps
hall.
Dr. Clapp said. “For the step which A. Berland, L. Lewis, T. Baffer and E.
he was able to make Friday concern Wemple, combined junior-senior team.
Allan Schwartz, former state uni ing discovery of the bacillus, I think
versity student, was a visitor at the he should receive great credit.”
Ask your grocer for
Sigma Nu house over the week-end.
Specimens of baclllae were sent to
Dr. Moore, who is a state university
alumnus and former teacher.
Msde from Selected Cream
Moore visited a t the home of Dr. and
Mrs. M. J. JOlrod this summer. His
Phone 2977
work contributed much toward the SOB South Higgins Ave.
fixing of the nature and cause of the
illnesB, Dr. Clapp said.

!FRATERNITIES’
Staff Discovers
SWIMMING MEET
Bacillus Causing
SCHEDULE SET
Clapp’s Ailment

Montana Grid History
Is Reviewed from Old
Files of Kaimin Here

Communications

$1

Last Times Today

Women’s Hockey
Tournament Play
To Start Monday

J

WheelerandWoolsey
“COCKEYED
CAVELIERS”

Notices

COMMUNITY

HAVE NEW SHOES
To Match Your Formal

Youngren Shoe Shop

I

Closing-Out

The Science of Seeing Reveals

THE MONTANA POWER CO.

Dairyland Butter

Consolidated Dairies

Classified Ads
ORCHESTRA
FRATERNITIES, SORORITIES AND
Clubs — for your Firesides, Dances
and Parties, “THE CLHFF DWEL
LERS," a new out-of-town union or
chestra located on the campus. Phone
3624.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
DOLLARS DAILY! SPARE TIME. NO
selling. Facts — other offers — 10c.
International Agency, Cincinnati.
FOR WRITERS

Did Golds taught me what throat-ease means
sa p
Sec GEORGE RAFT in "LIMEHOUSE NIGHTS,” his forthcoming Paramount Picture

FOR THE WEEK-END
SHOPPER
CAULIFLOWER, per lb........... 8 .05
HUBBARD SQUASH, per cwt... 1.00
WINTER CABBAGE, per cwt... 1.00
BLACK POPCORN, iter lb........ .25
BULK HONEY, per lb............... .07
NAVY BEANS, lo lbs............... .55

Bitter Root Market
801 South Higgins

Just Try Our Special

5 o’Clock Dinner

PLOT BUILDER—NEW ROBOT F ic 
tion plotter—endless "Idea” source.
Only 50c, ppd. Mallmarts, Cincinnati.

and you’ll be back again.

LOST AND FOUND

OPEN ALL NIGHT

ANYONE KNOWING THE WHHREabouts of the Spanish club minute
book please communicate immediately
with Bob Rutherford or Ellsworth
Price.

JIM’S CAFE
115 East Main

SALE

Now in Progress
Do your Christmas
gift shopping early
at Donohue’s.

Save 20% to 50%
On every item you purchase
—remember, the same high
quality now at very, very
low prices.

